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. - . 'th of the

_ . - - - . ~ ,- -pted steel rails on the good fol _

a short time’ will last 15 years‘ especially those put In M U“ II:l:Il‘ll‘;2Lllgl,l:6l;::u\f'?t?l£;:(§lII0 misgivings and anxiety, it is true;

main line. . . kn but little of the manu-

_ ._ - h (1 all y engineers BW

Col. H. S. Haines, General Manager of the ‘ Plant " lines’ ?:cLt:,n,.¢§ o(is:te:ly:i1Til8,‘;.lld as a rule everything “'9-5 1°“ t0 the

writes: d faith and integrity of the manufacturer, and in B01110

I have the disposition and I wish I had the time to express 52:88 a guarantee for 8' term of years was given The im-

my view“ at length on this ‘mbject’; they ?"°““‘ not be very ported English rails of early Years. from 1870 to 1875. gave sat-
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te°hni°a1@“'h°1'- I started out years 8'30 Wm} that end 0? thﬁ isfaction; their wearing life under a heavy traﬁlc was put

inv°stigati°n' ‘ma the further I have gone PM 1638 0c.casl0_n down at 15 years, and time and service have proved their dura-

have found for applying my information either chemically or bility to be equal to the anticipation. Even up to the Wm. 1330

mathematically to the determination of the qualiﬁcations of a the imported English “ms were good in q,mm_‘._ although not

8‘0od steel rail; or. to put it in a different way, to find out in so good as during the ﬁrst the you!“

advance the best ran for our pllmoses “nd to know “ hen we From 1880 to the present time there has been a gradual fall-

have got it. . tr b , .0,“ in the “-caring quality of imported rails,

Of late Years the impression has been growing on me tllltllitlgliﬁ 5 ﬂgvgtrlitz cannot be depended upon with any ue,.mimy_

designers and manufacturers W111 ham to speciauzb n The same experience is applicable to rails made in the Lnited

branch of railroad engineering as has been found necessary in St t uh H r made mils are better than those 0,» more

other branches. That is to say, that what is wanted in the way "' es’ e ear 6

of a rail for a rock-ballasted road is not what we Want in 0"!‘

territory where, for instance, in 1,000 miles of road in our sys-

tem there is not one mile of rock or gravel ballast 01‘ 8»n.V Dl'°b¥\' l

bility of obtaining it. W’ hen we ﬁrst began to use steel rail, ‘

its cost being so excessive as compared with iron 1'8-ilB led "5 Y0

use alight section, that is 50-lb. As our equipment and train- I

loads increased in weight, we have replaced it in a great meas-

ure with a 60-lb. section. On taking up the 50-lb. rail. W0

found them bowed at each end as if the base had become i

lengthened under the rolling of the trains, and yet verb’ lime

wear on the heads. For instance, in taking up a number of rails

near Savannah where our traﬁlc was the heaviest and where

they had been down 10 years we found a loss by wear of about

3 lbs. per rail of 30 ft. This may be accounted for by our ex-

ceptionally low gradients and long tangents, but it is iffact. or

at least we consider it one, that the trouble with us is not the

wear of the head but the bending upward of the Hills M "10

ends, which would seem to show that rock ballast will wear of!‘

the head i f a rail faster than it would wear on an unballasted

road and that in de-igning a heavier section for our sandy road-

beds we do not need so much metal in the head of the rail, but

we must seek to make the rail higher and perhaps broader.

Wish that end in view we have iecently designed a section of

a 70-lb. pattern, ﬁve inches high and with a base of live invheﬂ.

using the same metal in the head that we now use in our 60-lb.

rail; that is to say, we are providing for incrcascd stiffn-as and

not for increased wear.

A western engineer says:

For physical test of rails the Pennsylvania Railroad specil‘l'

cation seems to be in the right direction; as to the _chemical

test I am not prepared to say. The question of the constituent

properties of rails is still in doubt. The conditions under which

rails are used, laid in track and taken care of vary so much on

different roads, and the experience is so diﬁ’crent, that the

matter has scarcely received suiiicient attention for any one to

say just what is the proper make up for rails.

Another Vl’estern engineer, who is much more than com-

monly well informed, writes:

I think the drop test for rails a good one, so far. that

while it does not prove that a rail is a good one. it. does

recent years. _

This falling oil’ in the quality of steel rails has led railway en-

gineers to study the component parts of the rails with a view

of helping the manufacturers in their endeavors to turn out
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cold rolled iron, free to slide vertically in planed recesses of

the cast-iron locking plate, and retained by wrought-iron

strips G H and KL. All the tappets are shown in their

home position except No. 7, which is reversed. The _

malleable jaws D, E, F, etc., carrying the friction rollers,

are set screwed to these tappets as shown. Transverse

planed grooves M, N, O, I’ carry the cold rolled dogs I J,

etc. These dogs are connected where necessary by the %-in.

square cold rolled bars R, S, T, etc., which are fastened to

the front; of the dogs by small steel machine screws. By a

recent improvement, for which protecti: n has been claimed,

three connecting bars may be used to each line of dogs, so

that the locking requires less than half the space it formerly

did when only one connecting bar could be usedtoeach
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space.

The locking dogs with their connecting bars are retained

in their recesses by small straps and bolts, shown at X, Y, Z,

fig. 1. The bolts are carried by T slots cored in the locking

plate.

The locking show ii in fig. 3 applies to the safe working of a

single line junction.

The following is the locking sheet :

The action of the dogs upon the tappets is so simple that

the drawing will explain itself in this respect, and will be

LOCKING.

Lever. Releases. Locks.

1 .. 2*, 4 ' "_

L; l ,2, 4', 6(7 when 4 is home), 5. -

I . . .. . ", 7. ' "

Q 5. ti [1, 2. between stroke 7. -_

5, -1 "3 .2. 4‘. 7 between stroke 8.

' 5 6 14'. 2. "'

ff’ 7 8 5. 5‘, 3.

8 I--

5’; * Reversed position.

___ " The functions of the levers are as follows:

f 1. Distaiit-signal.

; 2 2 2. H_oi_no signal (2 blades).

{,1 * 3. Siding signal.

5*, 4. Switch, lock and detector bar.

5. 2 at 2 u 2 15 ll

6. Home signal.

7. Home signal (2 blades).

,3] 8. Distant signal.

,1; I ii; .-.-

Q;
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A perfectly understood when compared with the locking sheets.

V in! It will be well, however, to draw attention to the method of

- r _ performing the special or conditional locking. By reference

-3 5 to the locking sheet it will be seen that 73 locks 7 when 4- is

.4‘ * 1 75 home, but not when -1 is reversed.

This lock is accomplished by I ', ll’, Y, W, X, in the fol~

lowing way. U. l’, and W, X, are four dogs, connected as

shown. Yis a transverse sliding section of the tappet 4,

being rabbeted into the main tappet, which has a gap at

this pcint holding the slide Y. The slide has a mitre notch,

which, when 4 is home, comes opposite to the dog I’, so that

2 may be raised together with 7 when 4 is thus, as the afore'

said notch of the slide Yis simply made to coincide with the

dog l’, by the tappet 2 thrusting the dog X outward. But

suppose the tappet-4 is ﬁrst raised, then the solid portion of

the slide Y will just ﬁt between the dogs V and W, thus

forming a rigid connection between the dogs V and X, mak-

ing it impossible to have '7 and 2 raised simultaneously.

It will be noticed that this special locking is very simple ;

all its parts being in the same plane, and on the same prin-

ciple as the ordinary locking. By this method of special

locking any conditional lock may be performed.

